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“I only jabbed you four times just now. How about you also jab me four times,
then we’ll call it even? What do you think?” Juan asked.

Sally answered, “That won’t be enough. There will still be poison inside your
body.”

Juan insisted, “I wasn’t poisoned. If I really was, I still won’t let you inject me,
even if it costs me my life.”

“You sure don’t know what kind of person I am, Mr. Juan. I am a very
compassionate person and remember clearly those who treated me kind or
poorly. You had treated me very well just now, and this incident is still fresh in
my mind. I will definitely pay back the good deed you did by ten folds,” Sally
replied.

Compassionate? What a load of bull cr*p. I only jabbed her four times. She is such
a spiteful, petty person.

He quickly stopped her. “You don’t have to do that. How about this? I’ll make up
the four jabs I did to you with something else. Is that okay?”

His words quickly piqued her interest. She asked, “Then how would you like to
make it up to me?”

“I’ll do anything else that you want me to do. Or you can tell me what you want,
and I’ll give it to you as a present. I promise the things will be treasures that you
have never seen before? How about that?”

After hearing his words, Sally’s eyes darkened. “Sure. But what if you break your
promise and take back your words?” She paused, then continued, “I have an idea.”
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She pulled a phone out of her pocket and turned toward Juan to record his
overwhelmed expression.

Seeing this, he immediately turned his head away from the camera as he didn’t
want to show his face. Sally came up to him and forcefully turned his stubborn
head around, recording his face clearly.

After she finished her recording, she still felt unsatisfied. So she pulled up his
shirt, showing the chiseled chest muscles on his body.

“What the h*ll are you doing? Are you trying to get my nudes? Lady, please show
some respect!” he thundered.

Sally rolled her eyes. Then she finally stopped recording after patting his chest
and face.

“All right. The recordings sure are clear. If this video ever gets leaked, your
reputation will be ruined,” she uttered with a satisfied look on her face. It was
unknown to whom she had sent the video. Then, she continued to send a voice
message. “If I go missing tonight, use all the savings I have and hire the biggest
billboard to post this video and keep it on for three days straight. This will
definitely bring an uproar to Y City.”

After that, she turned to Juan with a satisfied smile. “Now, I don’t have to be
worried about you.”

Juan sighed as hopelessness filled his face. “I never thought someone like you
would outsmart me. However…” He looked at her and continued, “It seems like
you have underestimated me.”

“What are you talking about?” She looked at him, all puzzled.

Juan glared back at her. “I am the well-known successor of the Seet family. It’s
normal for my video to make a tremendous uproar. You don’t even need to pay
any of the billboards to post about me because I can guarantee you it will trend
in no time.”

After thinking for a moment, Sally laughed. “You’re right. I have jabbed you twice,
and you have injected me four times. I can let you go now. But you still have to
help me with two things, then we can call it even. Is that a deal?”

“Two things? That’s too much.” He quickly rejected.

“Then I have no other choice but to keep on jabbing you.”



“Suit yourself. It’s only two more jabs. I only have to bear with it, and the pain will
quickly pass.”

“I already said that I will pay back what happened to me by ten folds. So it won’t
only be two more jabs for you. At the very least, I will have to jab you ten more
times.”

“T-Ten more jabs?” He was flabbergasted.

Forget it. My life is more valuable than anything else.

“Fine. I’ll do anything as you say. But if you’re trying to pry the secrets of the Seet
Group or the Seet family, then I will have nothing to say to you.”

Sally glanced at him and scoffed. “I will never believe any words that come out of
a deceitful person like you, so you don’t have to worry about that. I want you to
help me with something else.”

“Sure. Can you help untie me now, please?” he asked.

After Sally freed his hands, Juan quickly jumped out of the bed as he rubbed his
uncomfortable wrists that were tied for a long time. His piercing eyes were
glaring intently at Sally.
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With no fear in her eyes, she stared back at him. “Keep in mind, Mr. Juan, that
your shocking video is right in my hands.”

Juan gritted his teeth. “You don’t have to worry. I am a man who keeps his
words.”

I’ll take care of that video after I find out where you sent it. Then, I’m going to
make you pay for this!

“Now that we have that out of the way, I’ll explain to you the things that I need
help with. First, you need to take me back to your place and introduce me to your
parents. Tell them that I am your girlfriend and that we have decided to be in a
serious relationship,” Sally slowly explained her plan to him.
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Juan was quite shocked after he heard her request. “I’m really curious. Why are
you trying so hard to get close to the Seet family?”

“What do you mean? It’s because I want to get married to someone from the
upper class. Don’t you think we’re a perfect match for each other?” she replied
with confidence.

Bullsh*t!

After glaring at her, he asked impatiently, “And what’s your next request?”

“I still can’t think of anything yet. I’ll tell you when I think of something. Well, see
you tomorrow, Mr. Juan.” Sally smiled and left as she waved her hand at him.

Looking at her slowly disappearing figure, Juan let out a sigh.

I just wanted to give her a lesson so that she knows to back off. I never thought
this would bite me back and have her outsmart me. Am I really going to bring her
back to Imperial Garden and formally introduce her?

As he patted his own forehead, he suddenly felt a sharp pain coming from his
hand. Could that woman really ruin my hands with the jabbing?

In the evening, Juan went back to the office feeling dejected. Seeing how Juan
was acting, Kyle couldn’t contain his curiosity and asked about what had
happened in the afternoon.

“Have you gotten your hands on Sally? What happened? Is there something
wrong?”

Juan blinked his bright eyes and snickered. “Let me tell you what happened. I
have already given her a stern warning in the afternoon. So stern that she kept
begging me to forgive her. She kept saying how amazing the men from the Seet
family were. Because of this, she had become more enamored by me and insisted
that she wanted to be my girlfriend. I’ll be taking her back to Imperial Garden so
she can meet with Mom and Dad.”

Kyle was a little speechless after hearing what Juan said. “Wasn’t your original
plan was to make her back down? Why is she suddenly your girlfriend now that
you even have to bring her back to introduce her to Mom and Dad?”

“You weren’t there, so you didn’t see the admiration in her eyes. It was as
passionate as what Juliet felt for Romeo, and I was touched. That’s why I ended
up agreeing to her request. You know I’m weak to women with teary eyes.”



As Kyle kept looking at Juan, a mysterious smile filled his alluring face. “Okay
then. Let’s see howmuch she adores you tomorrow.”

Juan was speechless.

Damn it. You better not mess it up tomorrow and embarrass me, Sally!

Meanwhile, Nicole’s acupuncture center was being prepared in full swing. Other
than supervising the building process, the only thing she needed to do was to go
to the office and help Evan with some of his desk work. She also had some free
time to give attention to the children’s conditions.

Joy was staying at the Seet Residence with Sheila, Davin, and her grandparents.
So she didn’t have to worry about Joy.

However, she was more worried about her elder children. Under Sophia’s
arrangement, Juan finally had someone he could call a girlfriend. She didn’t mind
letting them date each other for the time being since they might become family
in the future.

Nina’s well-being had improved significantly. Despite that, she would still require
a long time to mend her broken heart. It would be better for Nina to forget about
what had happened by making herself busy with work.

As for Maya and Kyle, the two of them still had no partners yet. Nicole was in a
pinch, thinking about them.

Relationships were not something that could be forced and should happen freely.
Nevertheless, she was still worried that the freedom the two of her children had
would make them forget about finding their one true love, wasting their golden
years.

Because of this, she decided to discuss the matter with Evan. “Do you think it’s
better if we introduce some proper friends to Maya and Kyle? Who knows? They
might find someone they like.”
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Feeling surprised, Evan turned toward Nicole. “You used to be so adamant about
people being free to find love at their own pace. Why are you suddenly so keen
on introducing other people to them?”

“Even if they want to find love at their own pace, there should still be a time limit.
As their mother, I can’t just sit back and watch themmarch into their thirties or
forties all alone.”
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She paused for a while and continued, “Besides, I only want to introduce them to
some new friends and broaden their choice. I’m not forcing them to be in a
relationship and trying to barge into their lives; I’m just concerned.”

After some thought, Evan agreed with what Nicole had just said. She’s right.
Moreover, Kyle and Maya are grownups now, and they should have someone that
they want to spend their lives with.

“I understand. I’ll keep an eye out,” he responded.

Nicole nodded. “I’ll keep an eye out too. If there’s a fine young man, let’s
introduce him to Maya. And if there’s a fine young woman, then we’ll introduce
her to Kyle. We might be able to help them find someone that would want to
spend their lives with our kids.”

Looking at how confident she was, Evan simply grinned. “I would rather have
them find that special someone themselves like how we found each other.
Although something happened in between, we still fought through the storm to
be together finally and found our own happiness in the end. You don’t have to
worry about what will happen to them in the future, Nicole. These experiences
will mold them to be better people and teach them to learn more about their
feelings or what they really want.”

After listening to what Evan had said, Nicole pursed her lips. “The problem is not
about me not wanting them to experience things at their own pace, Mr. Evan.
Other than Nina, they have no experience with love at all. Don’t you think it’s too
long of a time? I’m getting anxious.”

The moment Nina’s name was brought up, Evan’s expression turned grim. “I
heard that there’s a new guy in the office named Stephen, and he seems to be
quite close with Nina.”

Stephen?

Nicole furrowed her brows. “Nina had just been through a nasty breakup. Could it
really be possible for her to move on to someone else that fast? We also don’t
know what kind of person Stephen is. It will be better for us to investigate him
even further. We can’t let her get hurt ever again.”

“Don’t worry. I heard Nina had already ordered someone to investigate him. I’ll
send out someone else to find some more details about him.”

Nicole nodded as she burned Stephen’s name deep in her memory. She decided
to visit the office tomorrow so she could see what kind of person Stephen was.



Knock knock.

There was a knock on the door, and a maid came to inform them their dinner was
ready.

Everyone was already at the table. While they were having their dinner, Juan was
hesitant about telling his parents about Sally coming over the next day. However,
since he had already agreed to her request, he had no other choice but to tell
them.

“Mommy, Daddy, I have something to tell you both.”

“What is it?” Nicole asked. Evan also turned to look at him.

After pondering for a moment, he continued, “Do you remember that Grandma
had introduced someone to me before, Mommy? We’ve been enjoying each
other’s company a lot, so I have decided to bring her back to meet with you all.
Will you both be free tomorrow?”

Hearing this, Nicole was delighted to know that her son would bring his girlfriend
back tomorrow for a visit.

“Of course we will be free tomorrow,” she exclaimed.

She never would have thought Juan would really get along with the person
Sophia had introduced him to.

Since she had such a keen eye for this, should I ask her to introduce some people
to the other children too?

“I already have an appointment with an important client tomorrow. I don’t think I
can….”

As Evan hesitated, Nicole quickly demanded, “Why don’t you change your
schedule and move it to the evening? Juan is bringing over his girlfriend, so this is
important. It would be inappropriate for you to not be around as it would seem
like we don’t care about her.”

After a quick consideration, Evan agreed with what Nicole said. While he was
thinking of what time he should reschedule for the client’s appointment, Juan
suddenly said, “You don’t have to change the time of your appointment, Daddy.
She’s just coming over to have a meal with us. It’s enough with only Mommy
around.”

“This is the first time you have ever brought a girlfriend home, Juan. You don’t
have to worry. I will be there too. I want to see what my sister-in-law looks like,”
Maya said.
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